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Summary

Snow avalanches and other gravitationally driven geophysical flows threaten people and

infrastructure in mountainous regions. To provide good and efficient protective measures,

a correct modeling of these natural hazards is necessary. Current modeling tools use

strongly simplified physics. They work well, because they were calibrated with documented

avalanche events in the Alps. To account better for the actual physical processes when

modeling snow avalanches, experiments are necessary. The topic of this dissertation are

small-scale experiments that were conducted on two different artificial chutes.

The larger scale was the 30 meter long and 2.5 meter wide snow chute at the Weiss-

fluhjoch, near Davos. Here, avalanches with a volume of up to 15 cubic meters of snow were

studied. A high-speed camera was installed in a very sharp half-wedge, which permitted

to record high-speed videos of the shear layer of the small-scale avalanches. A pattern

matching algorithm was developed which extracted velocity fields out of the high-speed

videos, that were highly resolved in space and time. The low contrast in the snow images

sometimes complicated the identification of patterns. By summing up correlation functions

of various time steps, the quality of the velocity field could be significantly improved. The

velocity measurements of the high-speed camera agreed well with the one of optical velocity

sensors. Due to the high spatial resolution of the velocity measurements, extremely high

shear rates of up to 700/s could be observed in the lowest centimeter of the snow flows. Up

to a distance of three centimeters from the ground, the shear rates decreased to 50/s. The

high temporal resolution of the velocity time series allowed for a statistical analysis of the

velocity fluctuations. The statistics of the velocity field had similarities with the statistics

of turbulent flows.
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The smaller experimental scale was a 5 meter long and 0.5 meter wide wooden labora-

tory chute, on which avalanches of glass beads of different sizes were recorded through one

side-wall made of glass. A highly sheared motion over the entire flow depth introduced a

circulating motion of particles in these avalanches. The velocity profiles were evolving from

the head to the tail of the avalanches. The depth averaged downstream velocity decreased.

The influence of the roughness of the running surface and of the size of the glass beads

on the velocity profiles and their evolution was studied. With a rough boundary condition

the velocity profiles exhibited an inflection point while on smooth surfaces the shear rates

were maximum at the bottom.

Different terms in the equation of conservation of momentum of continuum mechanics

could be calculated from the highly resolved velocity measurements. Using the shallowness

assumption (the avalanche is much longer than deep) and assuming kinematic boundary

conditions, the contribution from the transient velocity terms to the shear stress exerted

on the ground could be calculated and compared to the measured shear. Qualitative good

agreement was observed. It was shown that the unsteady terms in the momentum balances

can make significant contributions at high inclination angles. Also at lower inclinations

these terms were were different from zero. Here, however, they canceled out mutually and

the measured coefficient of friction was the same as expected in steady state flows.

Care has to be taken when extrapolating observations from the laboratory scale to snow

avalanches or other geophysical flows, since the scaling behavior of the experiments is not

well understood. But, the transient processes observed in the small-scale avalanches, will

also influence the motion of natural avalanches. Under certain conditions the circulating

motion of particles will reduce their friction with the ground. Precise measurements on the

small-scale as well as on real-scale experimental sites will allow to better quantify these

processes and improve the possibilities of a accurate modeling.



Zusammenfassung

Schneelawinen und andere gravitationsbedingte geophysikalische Ströme gefährden Men-

schen und Infrastruktur in Gebirgsregionen. Um gute und effiziente Schutzmaßnahmen

zu ermöglichen ist eine korrekte Modellierung dieser Naturgefahren nötig. Die derzeit

verwendeten Modellierungstools benützen stark vereinfachte physikalische Modelle. Sie

funktionieren gut, da sie anhand von dokumentierten Lawinenereignissen kalibriert wur-

den. Um bei der Modellierung von Lawinen die physikalische Prozesse besser wiedergeben

zu können, sind Erkenntnisse aus Experimenten nötig. Das Thema dieser Dissertation sind

kleinskalige Experimente auf zwei unterschiedlichen Größenordnungen.

Die größere Versuchsanlage war die 30 Meter lange und 2.5 Meter breite Schneegleit-

bahn am Weissfluhjoch bei Davos. Auf ihr konnten Lawinen mit einem Volumen von bis

zu 15 Kubikmetern Schnee untersucht werden. In einem extrem scharfen Halbkeil wurde

eine Hochgeschwindigkeitskamera installiert, welche über einen Spiegel die Scherschicht

der kleinskaligen Lawinen filmte. Es wurde eine Mustererkennungsalgorithmus entwickelt,

welcher es erlaubte räumlich und zeitlich hochaufgelöste Geschwindigkeitsfelder zu gener-

ieren. Der geringe Kontrast in den Bildern erschwerte manchmal die Identifizierung von be-

wegten Mustern. Durch die Aufsummierung der Korrelationsfunktionen von mehreren Zeit-

schritten konnte die Qualität der Geschwindigkeitsfelder erheblich verbessert werden. Die

Geschwindigkeitsmessungen stimmten gut mit den Messungen optischer Geschwindigkeits-

sensoren überein. Durch die hohe Ortsauslösung der Geschwindigkeitsmessungen konnten

extrem hohe Scherraten von bis zu 700/s im untersten Zentimeter der Testlawinen gemessen

werden. Bis zu einem Abstand von drei Zentimetern vom Boden sanken die Scherraten nor-

malerweise auf unter 50/s ab. Aufgrund der hohen zeitlichen Auflösung der Messmethode
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konnten die Fluktuationen im Geschwindigkeitsfeld untersucht werden. Die Statistik des

Geschwindigkeitsfeldes zeigte Ähnlichkeit mit der Statistik turbulenter Strömungen.

Die kleinere Laborskala war eine 5 Meter lange und 0.5 Meter breite Holzrutschbahn,

auf welcher Lawinen aus Glaskügelchen verschiedener Grössen durch eine gläserne Seit-

enwand der Rutschbahn gefilmt wurden. Hier wurde eine starke Scherung des Flusses

über die ganz Fließhöhe beobachtet, welche eine Zirkulation der Partikel innerhalb der

Lawinen zur Folge hatte. Die Geschwindigkeitsprofile veränderten sich stark im Verlauf

der Lawine und zeigten klare Trends: die mittlere Geschwindigkeit nahm ab. Der Ein-

fluss der Bodenrauigkeit und der Ballotinigrössen auf die Geschwindigkeitsprofile und ihre

Entwicklung wurde untersucht. Bei einer rauen Randbedingung am Boden besaßen die

Geschwindigkeitsprofile einen Wendepunkt, wohingegen auf glatten Oberflächen die Scher-

raten am Boden maximal war.

Da in diesem Versuchsaufbau Geschwindigkeiten über die gesammte Fliesshöhe gemessen

wurden, konnten einzelne Terme der Impulsbilanzgleichung der Kontinuumsmechanik für

die Lawinen ausgerechnet werden. Unter der Annahme von flachen Lawinen (ihre Länge

ist viel größer als ihre Höhe) und von kinematischen Randbedingungen konnte der Beitrag

des instationären Geschwindigkeitsfeldes zur Scherkraft am Boden ausgerechnet werden.

Ein Vergleich mit den Messungen auf einer Kraftmessplatte ergab ein gute qualitative

Übereinstimmung. Es wurde gezeigt, dass bei großen Neigungswinkeln die instationären

Terme signifikante Beiträge leisten können. Auch bei kleineren Neigungen sind diese Terme

ungleich null, aber sie heben sich gerade gegenseitig weg.

Bei der Übertragung von experimentellen Ergebnissen von der Laborskala auf Schneelaw-

inen oder andere geophysikalische Ströme ist Vorsicht geboten, da das Skalierungsverhalten

noch nicht ausreichend verstanden ist. Klar ist jedoch, dass instationäre Prozesse auch für

die Bewegung von Lawinen, welche in der Natur vorkommen, wichtig sind und dass Zirku-

lationsbewegungen der Partikel unter gewissen Umständen die Reibung mit dem Boden

reduzieren können. Genauere Messungen auf kleiner Skala und auch in großskaligen Ver-

suchsanlagen sollten diese Prozesse bessere quantifizieren und somit die Möglichkeiten einer

präzisen Modellierung verbessern.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Hazardous gravitationally driven mass movements such as landslides, debris flows and

snow avalanches threaten people and infrastructure in mountainous regions. In the Alps

proper protection against these natural hazards is important because of the high population

density and the huge amount of transit through the central European countries.

Models are needed that predict run-out distances and impact pressures of snow avalanches

to create hazard maps for land-use planning. Currently used models are based on strongly

simplified physics [11, 13, 14, 65]. These models work well because they are calibrated by

back-calculating known events [26, 25, 47, 64, 62]. However, problems can arise when the

avalanche track to be predicted differs considerably in topography or snow conditions from

the events used for calibration [31].

Experiments are necessary to improve the understanding of the physical processes that

take place in snow avalanches. In recent decades various full-scale experimental sites have

been created [30]. However, full-scale avalanche experiments are very expensive, events are

rare and not reproducible. For this reason studies with systematically varying parameters

are not possible. Furthermore, the high forces acting in a real-scale avalanche can destroy

expensive measuring equipment. Therefore, small-scale experiments are necessary to obtain

additional data. During my PhD work I conducted small-scale experiments on two different

scales.

The larger scale experiments were performed on the 30 meter long and 2.5 meter wide

snow chute at the Weissfluhjoch near Davos (see Figure 1.1). Here, up to 15m3 of shoveled-
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12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: A small-scale avalanche starting on the snow chute.

in snow can be released. The primary advantage of this setup is that reproducible events

can be observed, while the same material as in real avalanches is used: snow. But, this also

produces problems. As Salm already noticed, when first using the chute in the sixties, it is

not possible to achieve both Reynolds- and Froude-scaling on the snow chute [63]. Other

disadvantages of the snow chute are: the experiments still require a lot of manual labor,

the snow gets modified by the shoveling into the reservoir and the release of the snow is

not always guaranteed.

The smaller scale experiments at laboratory scale consisted of a 5 meter long and 0.5

meter wide laboratory chute, which was mounted in the workshop of the institute. Here,

experiments with glass beads of different sizes (ballotini) were conducted. The advantages

of this setup are manifold. Many parameters, i.e. the inclination angle, the roughness of the

running surface or the material employed can be varied easily, so that systematic studies

are possible. It is much easier to obtain reproducible sets of data than on larger scales.

Theoretically it should also be possible to achieve Reynolds- as well as Froude-scaling. In

reality, however, the dynamics of flows of dry granular material is not well understood.

A unique viscosity, which is required to achieve Reynolds-scaling, is neither defined for

dry granular material nor for snow. Using the formula of hydrodynamics, Froude numbers
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of the granular flows can be determined. One the other hand it is not obvious that this

number will be a relevant scaling parameter for the flows and whether granular flows should

be classified in sub-critical and super-critical flow states. An interesting property of the

Froude number of full-scale avalanches is that wet snow avalanches often exhibit Froude

numbers less than one, whereas dry or mixed avalanches always have Froude numbers

greater than one [72]. In sum, the scaling behavior of laboratory scale experiments to real-

scale events is not well understood and remains an area of research. But, in laboratory

experiments interesting properties of finite sized granular avalanches can be studied. The

link from avalanche dynamics to the much broader field of granular dynamics makes it

possible to exchange ideas and collaborate with scientists of other fields.

In summary, small-scale experiments can be considered as a good tool to study the

complicated behavior of finite sized gravitationally driven granular flows. However, care

has to be taken when extrapolating the experimental results to real-scale situations.

1.1 Definition of the framework

Chute experiments with vertical side-walls confine the flows to two dimensions. The ob-

servation of the flows with a high-speed camera through a side-wall allows to extract

two-dimensional velocity fields. Therefore, the framework of this thesis will be a reduction

of the three-dimensional avalanche problem to two dimensions. We can introduce a two-

dimensional coordinate system which will be valid throughout the rest of the thesis. The

x-direction is defined as the downstream direction whereas the y-direction is defined as

the direction normal to the downstream direction and parallel to the side-walls (see Figure

1.2).

1.2 Outline of the thesis

In the second chapter the experimental setup of the snow chute and the laboratory chute

are described. Features of the high-speed camera are presented. Optical sensors, force

plates and flow depth sensors are briefly described.

The third chapter is dedicated to the method of data analysis. The pattern matching

algorithm developed during my PhD work is described.

In the fourth chapter results from the experiments conducted on the snow chute are

presented. The velocity measurements acquired with the high-speed camera are compared

to measurements of the optical velocity sensors. The high spatial and temporal resolution
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Figure 1.2: Definition of the framework used in the thesis: observation of the avalanches

through a side-wall of the chute reduces the problem to two dimensions.

of the velocity measurements of the high-speed camera allows for a statistical analysis of

the velocity measurements. Analogy to flows of granular material and turbulent flows are

explored.

In the fifth chapter the results of the laboratory experiments are presented. Here a

systematic evolution of velocity profiles from head to tail is observed in the avalanches.

Effects of boundary conditions and particle numbers on this evolution are examined. Using

the depth averaged conservation equations of continuum mechanics, contributions from the

transient velocity field to the shear force measured at the running surface of the chute are

identified. The results of the measurements are compared to other experimental contribu-

tions and to different models.

Chapter four and five are partly published in a scientific journal [68, 69]. This is why

they exhibit both an additional introduction section with a short review of the relevant

literature and a conclusions section.

In the sixth chapter general conclusions are drawn and an outlook is undertaken, that

envisions further scientific investigations which could further improve our knowledge of the

physical processes that take place in granular and snow avalanches.



CHAPTER 2

Experimental setup

2.1 The SLF snow chute

2.1.1 Introduction

The SLF snow chute is located next to the former institute building at the Weissfluhjoch,

2665 meters above sea level, near Davos. It consists of a 10m long reservoir, a 10m long

acceleration section, followed by a 4m long measurement section and finally a 6m long

run-out. Its width is 2.5m. It was built during the late Fifties of the last century to

measure impact pressures of moving snow [63]. In the Eighties Bachmann used it to test

the energy dissipation of moving snow blocks when interacting with different protective

obstacles [7, 6]. In the Nineties it was used to test capacitive snow density sensors [41]. In

the years 2000 to 2002 it was completely renovated and equipped with new optical velocity

sensors and strain sensors which measured the shear force exerted by the test avalanches

on the running surface [73]. A frontal view of the SLF snow cute is provided in Figure 2.1.

2.1.2 Experimental procedure

The inclination of the two uppermost sections of the chute can be varied from 35◦ to 45◦ by

lifting the upper part with a hydraulic system. During the filling of the reservoir the angle

was set to 35◦ and lifted to 45◦ for the experiments. The slope of the measurement section

was 40◦ and in the run-out zone 13◦. In the acceleration section and the measurement

15
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Figure 2.1: (a) SLF Snow Chute; the half wedge where the high-speed camera was installed

is marked with a red circle.

section, rubber mats cover and roughen the smooth running surface of the chute. They

have a width of 6 cm and a streamwise spacing of 2.5 cm. During the experiments snow

sticks in the void spaces and the rough boundary condition at the bottom initiates the

shearing motion inside the avalanche body. Up to 15m3 of snow were released from the

storage part by opening a shutter door. Front velocities of the test avalanches were in the

range of 6m/s to 10m/s and flow heights up to one meter could be generated, depending

on the filling volume and snow properties. The snow chute’s reservoir was filled with

considerable effort of manpower: snow surrounding the chute was shoveled in by hand.

Before each experiment the snow density and snow temperature inside the reservoir was

measured and grain sizes and forms were determined. The air temperature was measured

as well.

2.1.3 Installation of the high-speed camera

In the first experimental season of this study, the high-speed camera was mounted inside

a wooden box with a glass window installed flush to one side-wall. To avoid side-wall

effects and to be able to compare the velocity measurements with an array of optical

sensors installed on a half-wedge in the middle of the chute, it was decided to design a
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new half wedge capable of hosting the camera and the optical sensor array. To minimize

the disturbance caused by the half wedge, we tried to design it as narrow and sharp as

possible. This is why the optics included a 45◦ degree turning mirror which allowed us to

view different image sections by adjusting the camera height above the mirror. Finally the

half wedge had a width of only 23 cm and an opening angle of 35 degrees. Using a wedge

height of half a meter, a lens with 25mm focus and spacers up to 5mm, we could achieve

image sections ranging between 4 cm to 15 cm. The camera was a HCC-1000 Vosskühler

digital high-speed camera. Some specifications of the camera are listed in Table 2.1.

Brand Vosskühler

Model HCC 1000

Images 8 bit grey scale

Maximum frame rate at

1024x1024 pixels resolution 462 fps

1024x512 pixels resolution 922 fps

1024x256 pixels resolution 1825 fps

Internal Memory 1GB/500MB

Recording time at maximum frame rate 2.2/1.1 seconds

Table 2.1: Properties of the high-speed camera;

At the high frame rate two high-speed stroboscopes, which were triggered by the high-

speed camera, guaranteed a good illumination of the camera images. After some trials,

we noticed that we obtained the best results when choosing the second highest frame

rate possible of 922 frames per second with an image resolution of 512 to 1024 pixels.

At this frame rate, the maximum illumination pulse duration of the stroboscopes could

be used (100 microseconds). The higher light intensity compared to 1825 frames per

seconds allowed us to close the aperture of the lens a little bit more which improved the

contrast of the images and therewith the results of the pattern matching algorithm (see

chapter 3). A rather disturbing feature of the high-speed camera was identified after

intially recording movies with a frame rate different from the maximum possible for a

selected spatial resolution: Here the camera provided more than one trigger impulse per

frame to the strobes. Thus, the images of a high-speed movie which was recorded at half

the maximum frame rate were exposed twice, which rendered them very difficult for the

cross-correlation based pattern matching.

Problems with the setup arose when there was humidity in the half wedge. In this

case, the glass and the mirror fogged up and the camera images became blurred. Hence,
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we tried to conduct the experiments on dry, sunny days. Next to the camera window the

array of optical sensors used by Kern [37] was installed for comparison. A closeup view of

the camera installation together with the array of optical sensors is provided in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Half wedge installed on the SLF snow chute equipped with: high-speed camera

and high-speed strobes (left), array of optical sensors (right).

2.1.4 Force plates and flow depth sensors

During her PhD work Platzer designed two force plates for the SLF snow chute to measure

shear and normal forces after slope deviations on the running surface of the chute [52, 51].

As it was already installed, we measured shear and normal forces with one force plate

next to the high-speed camera during the first two experimental seasons. Before the third

winter we managed to install the second force plate at the end of the acceleration section

shortly before the bend to the measurement section which enabled us to measure shear and

normal forces of the undisturbed flow. For our measurements we screwed rubber mats onto

the force plates to obtain the same running surface as on the rest of the chute. Flow depth

sensors were mounted above the force plates. After two winters we changed from ultrasonic

sensors (Pepperl+Fuchs) to laser distance sensors (Balluff BOD 63M), which measured at

a much higher rate and therefore produced better resolved signals. By measuring the flow
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height above the force plates we could estimate the dynamic density of the flows in the

undisturbed region above the bend. A photo of the force plates as they were installed in

the third experimental season together with the laser distance sensors is provided in Figure

2.3.

Figure 2.3: The installation of the force plates on the SLF snow chute; in the foreground

the half wedge of the high-speed camera is visible; in the background the empty reservoir

with the opened door can be seen.

2.2 Laboratory chute

Two major series of experiments with dry granular material were conducted using slightly

different setups. All the granular avalanche experiments were performed on the same

0.5m wide, 5m long laboratory chute that could be inclined between zero and forty-five

degrees to the horizontal (Figure 2.5). The chute bottom and one lateral side wall were

made of wood, whereas the other side-wall was wooden in the upper part and made of
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glass in the lower part. While in the first series the granular material slit on the natural,

slightly irregular wooden surface, we explicitly chose running surfaces exhibiting different

roughness in the second series. As smooth running surface we chose drawing paper and

as rough surfaces two sand papers with different roughness (P24 and P150). They will be

referred to as smooth, rough and very rough in the following. At the upper end of the

chute, a 1m long, 0.6m high hopper held the granular material. In the first series a trap

door stood perpendicular to the running surface and was opened manually with a rope.

In the second series we used a hatch which allowed an undisturbed acceleration of the

granular particles.

Figure 2.4: Foto of the medium ballotini (grain size = 0.5mm).

2.2.1 Material

Glass beads (ballotini) of different sizes were used as granular material. In the first series

two different bead sizes were studied. The larger beads had a mean diameter of d=1.4mm

and the smaller beads of d=0.1mm. They will be referred to as “large ballotini” and “small

ballotini” in the following. Because the large and the small ballotini avalanches exhibited

very different flow properties (see chapter 5) we decided in the second series to additionally

study granular avalanches with an intermediate bead size. We chose beads of size 0.5mm

and will refer to this granular material as “medium ballotini” in the following. A foto of the
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Figure 2.5: Front view of the granular chute during the second series of experiments: Two

high-speed cameras are recording through the glass wall on the right. In the center of the

chute the two force plates are visible. Three laser distance sensors measure the flow depth

at different downstream positions.
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medium ballotini is provided in Figure 2.4. The glass density was the same for all ballotini

sizes, but the resulting bulk properties differed considerably. For the detailed properties,

see Table 2.2.

Small ballotini Medium ballotini Large ballotini

Diameter [mm] 0.1 0.5 1.4

Density [kg/m3] 2400 2400 2400

Bulk density [kg/m3] 1410 1496 1590

Angle of repose [◦] (24± 1) (24.5± 1) (25± 1)

Number of particles 6.7 · 1010 4.4 · 108 1.7 · 107
Flow dimensions 5 · 104 × 5000× 300 104 × 1000× 60 3600× 360× 21

particle diameters

Table 2.2: Material properties of the ballotini

2.2.2 Measurements

In the first series of experiments optical velocity sensors were mounted flush to the basal

surface. These sensors extract velocities from the cross-correlation of infrared reflectivity

signals [73]. In both setups a force plate was installed flush to the basal surface at the

center of the lower end of the chute. In the first series a force plate was used that measured

shear and normal force simultaneously [10]. An ultrasonic flow height sensor was applied

here that measured the flow depth as the avalanche ran over the force plate. In the second

setup the normal force and shear force measurements were performed by two separate

plates which were arranged side by side. For the measurement of the flow depth, laser

distance sensors were used in this setup.

In this study, the focus is on the data obtained from high-speed recordings of the flow

by the HCC-1000 high-speed camera (features presented in Table 2.1) through the glass

side-wall. In order to obtain an image section of approximately 30 mm height and 7.5

mm width, we used a lens with 25 mm focus with an additional spacer of 5 mm. The

image distortion due to the spacer was negligible. Illumination was accomplished by two

high-speed AOS Technologies LED strobe lights, which were triggered by the shutter of

the high-speed camera. The camera and the strobes were installed close to the end of the

chute behind the glass side-wall at the same downstream position as the force plate. We

assumed that, at this position, flow variations caused by different initial filling patterns of

the hopper or the opening of the trap door were no longer apparent in the results. For the

small ballotini, this was confirmed by the repeatability of the results while, for the larger
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ballotini, variations in measured flow depths could be observed for the same inclination

angles. In the second series of experiments an additional high-speed camera was installed

40 centimeters further downstream (see Figure 2.5) in order to be able to measure gradients

of flow properties in the downstream direction. Here a HCC-1000 high-speed camera was

used as well, but with an internal memory of 500 MB only. All data acquisition was

synchronized by a trigger signal supplied by one of the velocity sensors in the first series

of experiments and by the signal of the force plate in the second.
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CHAPTER 3

Data analysis

3.1 High-speed camera images

3.1.1 Pattern matching

A goal of this thesis was to examine the micro mechanical flow behavior of snow and dry

granular material on the particle scale. From the tracking of particle trajectories one hoped

to better understand macro mechanical flow properties. All particles of material examined

during this PhD work (snow and glass beads) were transparent. This made it difficult for

a computer to clearly discern particles in the grey-scale images of the high-speed camera.

Furthermore, the velocities of the individual particles in the different experimental setups

were fast compared to the frame rate of the camera. Average particle velocities ranged

from a few tens of pixels per frame up to hundred pixels per frame. A third difficulty for

tracking individual particle trajectories in the experiments was the high volume fraction

of particles in the flows. In summary, due to the three reasons mentioned above it was not

possible to track individual particles in the high-speed videos.

Instead we concentrated on extracting velocities of patterns moving through the images

of the high-speed videos. This implies a purely Eulerian observation of the flows with the

high-speed camera. By comparing the positions of patterns between subsequent images,

velocities of the flow can be extracted. To be able to identify these displacements auto-

matically, a pattern matching algorithm was developed, similar to the one used in Particle

25
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the definition of the sub-window (A) and the area where its patterns

are searched for (B).

Image Velocimetry (see for example [44]): the images are divided into small sub-windows

and the patterns contained in these small windows are matched in the successive image by

calculating a two dimensional cross-correlation map:

corrA,B(∆x,∆y) =

Ny∑

i=1

Nx∑

j=1

Ā(∆x,∆y)ijB̄∆y+i,∆x+j/(sasbNxNy), (3.1)

where Ā and B̄ are the matrices containing the grey level values of the sub-windows after

subtracting their mean value, sA and sB are their standard deviations, Nx and Ny are the

dimensions of A in pixels and ∆x and ∆y are the displacements of A in B ( see Figure

3.1). Because the velocities in the downstream direction were much higher than in the

flow-normal directions, we chose sub-windows which were much longer in the downstream

direction than in the flow-normal direction. For the ballotini experiments, where we filmed

with the highest possible frame rate of 1825 frames per second, we chose 64 pixels in

the downstream direction and depending on the bead size 4 to 16 pixels in flow-normal
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direction. In most of the snow experiments we chose the half of the maximum possible

frame rate (922 frames per second) to obtain a better illumination and therefore better

contrast in the images. Here we chose sub-windows of 128 pixels in downstream direction

and 16 pixels in the flow-normal direction. The use of image dimensions which are powers

of two was necessary because we calculated the cross correlation 3.1 by multiplication in

the Fourier domain to speed up the computations. To increase the spatial resolution of the

velocity fields, the sub-windows were chosen with an overlap of half the window dimension

in both directions.

The area in successive images where the pattern of a sub-window is searched for (B

in Figure 3.1) strongly influences the computing time. We chose one additional window

width in the downstream direction and one window height in both flow-normal directions.

After finding the maxima of the correlation maps and, thereby, the direction and absolute

value of the displacements of patterns over all sub-windows, a two-dimensional velocity

field between two consecutive images is determined. This procedure can be repeated for all

pairs of consecutive images. Therefore, it is theoretically possible to obtain two dimensional

velocity fields with a rate equal to the camera frame rate. However, in our images, the

contrast was not always high enough to clearly determine the displacement. Meinhart et al.

[45] have shown that if the noise-signal ratio is high, more accurate time averaged velocities

are obtained by summing the two dimensional correlation functions for various time steps

and then determining the displacement of the averaged correlation functions. In Figure 3.2

we show the different two dimensional velocity fields obtained from the pattern-matching

algorithm by changing the correlation map averaging factor: Without correlation map

averaging, many obvious outliers are visible in the velocity field (Figure 3.2(a)). Using a

correlation map averaging of 4 time steps, the number of outliers reduces significantly and

with an averaging of 9 time steps a smooth velocity field is obtained. Using a correlation

map averaging of 19 time steps provides a velocity field which is even more uniform.

Two special features of our experiments required a further optimization of the pattern

matching algorithm: Very bright reflections from the high-speed stroboscopes occurred in

the images of snow as well as in the images with the glass ballotini. These reflections move

in a different way through the images than the particles and can appear and disappear

suddenly. Therefore, pixels with a brightness above a certain brightness level, which has

to be determined for every high-speed movie, were replaced by the mean brightness value

of the image. Herewith these pixels do not influence the correlation functions very much

any more.

Another problem occurred only at the snow chute: the glass window through which

the camera recorded was directly exposed to the small-scale snow avalanches. Over time it
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.2: Images of the flow recorded by the high-speed camera together with the com-

puted two dimensional velocity field (yellow arrows) with different number of time steps

used for the correlation map averaging: (a) none,(b) 4,(c) 9,(d) 19.
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became (locally) scratched. Sometimes it also could not be cleaned completely. To reduce

the influence of these static points on the observation window, which suggest a zero velocity

of the flow in the sub-windows containing them, the average of the images used for the

correlation map averaging was subtracted before computing the velocity field.

The algorithm used for the computation of the two-dimensional velocity field is provided

in the appendix.

3.1.2 Velocity profiles

The evolution of the two dimensional velocity field provides detailed insights into the

internal flow structure of the granular avalanches. The variation of the downstream velocity

with distance from the ground is determined by internal friction processes. This variation

can be tracked by generating velocity profiles from the two-dimensional velocity fields. To

obtain these velocity profiles, we take the median of the downstream component of the

velocity values which correspond to the same flow depth. By doing so, we also filter out

possible outliers in the velocity field which can be caused by a bad local contrast in the

video images. The height of the velocities was defined as the center of the correlated sub-

window. In Figure 3.3 we present the computed velocity field in a ballotini experiment and

the corresponding velocity profile. The downstream velocity increases from the ground to

the free surface of the flow, which is the limit of the dense part of the flow. Further up

there are single particles suspended in the air. They move slower than in the dense part.

This is probably due to the enhanced air drag above the dense part of the flow.

The way in which the downstream velocities increase with distance from the ground

depends on the flow state and the flowing material. For a Newtonian fluid in steady state,

for example, one would expect a parabolic shape of the downstream velocity profile. The

profile in Figure 3.3 and also most of the other profiles presented in chapters 4 and 5 exhibit

non-parabolic shapes. As we will see later, this will enable us to learn something about

the material properties and the flow states of our flows.

To get an idea about the accuracy of the velocity profiles generated by the previously

described method, we examine the influence of the sub-window size in the pattern matching

algorithm on the velocity profiles. In Figure 3.4 we present velocity profiles obtained when

cross-correlating sub-windows of different sizes: The smaller the sub-windows, the higher is

the spatial resolution of the velocities. On the other hand, increasing the sub-window size

reduces the scatter of points in the velocity profile. At the lower part of the velocity profile,

where the shear rate is very high, we can see that for sub-window heights of 32 pixels and

higher the algorithm is not capable any more to produce smooth velocity profiles. We
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Figure 3.3: Image of the flow recorded by the high-speed camera together with the com-

puted two dimensional velocity field (yellow arrows) on the left and the corresponding

downstream velocity profile (black dots) on the right.
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Figure 3.4: Downstream velocity profiles acquired with different sub-window sizes in the

pattern matching algorithm.

therefore chose 16 pixels times 128 pixels sub-windows for the snow high-speed videos.

Although the pattern matching algorithm is theoretically able to detect displacements of

patterns with sub-pixel accuracy by interpolating the peaks of the correlation functions

with a continuous function [60], the actual accuracy of the velocity values will be influenced

much more by the local contrast of the images. As we can see in Figure 3.4 in the lower

part of the profiles, the scatter of velocity values is small (in the sub-pixel range), while in

the upper part it is a few pixels. This is probably a problem of the optics which did not

reach exactly the same image sharpness everywhere.

3.2 Optical velocity sensors

The velocity values of the optical sensors are obtained by cross-correlating a time window

of the reflectivity signals [16, 36, 50, 73]. In the array of optical sensors installed on

the half wedge of the SLF snow chute, just behind the high-speed camera, at different

heights between 0 and 10 cm always five of these sensors were installed in a row ( see

Figure 2.2). Thus, at every height we had five reflectivity signals that could be correlated.

We produced velocity time series out of the ten possible correlations of signals and took

the median of these time series as the measured velocity at the given height. To obtain
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smooth velocity time series relatively large time windows of the signals consisting of 5000

to 20000 data points, which corresponds to 0.25 s and 1 s, were used. The obtained velocity

thus corresponds to an average velocity over this time window. Since the duration of the

avalanche events was around one second, we computed only one (averaged) velocity profile

from the optical sensor array measurements for each experiment.

3.3 Force plates and flow depth measurements

The force plates in all setups were calibrated by applying static loads. This was achieved by

putting known weights on the force plates at different inclination angles to make sure that

no moments existed. We could verify a linear behavior of the sensors output to the applied

load and by knowing the area of the plate, we could link the output of the strain gauges

in volts to the corresponding normal and shear stresses. For details about the calibration

procedure, see [51].

The flow depth sensors (ultrasonic and laser distance sensors) were calibrated by objects

of know height. Thus, their output signal could be related to the actual depth of the flow.



CHAPTER 4

Experimental results from the snow chute

4.1 Introduction

Chute experiments are a good tool to study the behavior of flowing snow under controlled

conditions. The WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF operates a 30m long

and 2.5m wide chute at Weissfluhjoch near Davos, Switzerland. It has been renovated in

the years 2000 to 2002 [73] and equipped with a great variety of sensors . Velocities at

different positions of the chute can be measured by cross-correlating reflectivity signals of

optical velocity sensors. By mounting arrays of these optical sensors on a half wedge in the

center of the snow chute, Kern et al. were able to measure internal velocity profiles of the

avalanches [37]. They identified a highly sheared layer in the avalanche core next to the

ground. Platzer et al. measured basal shear and normal forces of the chute flows by means

of force plates [32, 53, 51]. They concluded that the basal friction could be satisfactorily

modeled with a Coulomb friction model, where the friction parameter depends on the snow

properties. However, they could not exclude a velocity dependence of the basal friction.

Rognon et al. performed experiments with dry, natural snow on a 10m long and 0.2m

wide channel at high altitude [61]. They measured velocity profiles in steady flow conditions

on a rough running surface. The velocity profiles exhibited a very high shear rate near the

ground and a much lower shear rate in the upper regions of the flow. They conjectured

that different shear rates existed due to two different particle sizes in the two layers. In

Dhundi, India, on a 60m long and 2m wide snow chute with a flat mild steel running

33
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surface, experiments with up to 11m3 of wet snow were conducted. High slip velocities

and a more uniform velocity profile were measured [74].

In summary, the experimental investigations on internal velocity profiles suggest that

the shear rates are highest near the ground [16, 17, 37, 49, 61]. In our measuring setup

we gain direct insight into the shearing processes in the basal layer by recording particle

motions with a modern high-speed camera installed in a sharp half wedge at the center-line

of the chute. With the camera we record 922 images in a second. Flow processes can be

observed and studied in a high-resolution slow motion. By means of an appropriate pattern

matching algorithm, two dimensional velocity fields can be extracted from the high-speed

video images.

4.2 General observations

For this study experiments were conducted during 3 consecutive winters (winter 2006/07

to 2008/09). After every winter season the setup was incrementally improved (see section

2.1). In the last experimental season the best data quality was achieved. This is why

in this chapter we mainly present data from this season. The experiment seasons ranged

from end of January until end of May. Ambient temperatures ranged from -10◦C to 5◦C.

The density of the shoveled snow ranged from 200 kg/m3 to 600 kg/m3 but was usually

between 300 kg/m3 and 500 kg/m3. All experiments with densities higher than 450 kg/m3

and ambient temperatures above zero will be called “wet snow experiments” in the follow-

ing. Snow temperatures ranged from -10◦C to 0◦C. Only two experiments were conducted

with relatively fresh and light snow. This is due to the fact that after strong snow showers,

the complete infrastructure had to be cleaned from the snow before conducting an exper-

iment. Furthermore, the naturally collected snow in the reservoir could not be released

before moving it with the shovel because it froze to the container ground and walls.

4.3 Observations of the video images

The movies recorded by the high-speed camera provided a detailed slow motion view of

the shear layer in the small-scale avalanches: the flowing phase in the shear layer was very

inhomogeneous. Structures of different sizes were moving through the observation window

separated by void spaces (see Figure 4.1). The downstream velocities of the structures

were varying strongly and the general flow behavior in the shear layer was not laminar.

Structures close to the ground tended to move in a rolling way. Differences in the flow
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Figure 4.1: Snapshots of the high-speed camera of the expriment conducted on 05/02/2009;

images rotated by 90 degrees: ground on the left, flow from top to bottom; scale on the

top in centimeters.
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behavior between wet snow and dry snow could be identified. On our running surface made

of rubber mats, the dry snow flows exhibited very small velocities close to the running

surface. It was difficult to determine if a slip velocity was present because some snow

particles near the ground always got stuck on the lower edge of the observation glass

window. For the wet snow avalanches a slip velocity could be observed although some

rather transparent wet snow particles stuck to the observation window as well.

4.4 Downstream velocity profiles

Downstream velocity profiles could be generated from the computed two dimensional veloc-

ity fields. For this, the median of the downstream components of velocities corresponding

to the same height above the ground was taken. By doing so, outliers in the velocity fields

could be filtered out. These velocity profiles can be compared to velocity data from the

array of optical sensors. In Figure 4.2 velocity profiles of 4 different experiments obtained

with the array of optical sensors and the camera images are shown. The data from the

optical sensor array corresponds to a time averaged velocity profile over the avalanche

event. The error bars indicate the standard deviations of the velocity signals in the time

window. From the high speed camera images, for each experiment, we obtain a great

number of velocity profiles for different times in the high speed video, which correspond

to different positions in the avalanche. To obtain smoother curves, these velocity profiles

were averaged over different time intervals of the avalanches. The approximate locations

of these intervals are depicted in the flow depth plots of Figure 4.3. The locations are only

approximate because the flow depth sensor is located about one meter upstream of the

high-speed camera. The signals of the camera and the flow depth sensor were synchro-

nized by the arrival of the avalanche front which is afflicted with uncertainty. The location

of the intervals may also be somewhat inaccurate because the avalanche is stretching on

the slightly flatter measurement section and so the evolutionn of the flow depth will be

different 1 meter further downstream.

The non-stationary velocity profiles indicate a transient flow behavior of the finite mass

flow. The average of the camera profiles agrees well (within the error bars) with the data of

optical array. This is a good confirmation of the reliability of the two measuring methods.

However, when averaging the camera velocity profile over the entire avalanche event, the

velocities were systematically lower than the ones determined with the optical array. The

slight overestimation of the downstream velocity by one dimensional optical sensors was

predicted by McElwaine and Tiefenbacher [43]. They found that the overestimation is due
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of velocity profiles obtained from the high-speed video recordings

(symbols) and the optical sensors (bars) in dry or mixed snow chute avalanches; I1 to I5

refer to the intervals defined in 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Time evolution of the flow depth and definition of the intervals I1 to I5 for four

test avalanches.
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to velocity components normal to the sensor axes and accelerations within the correlation

time window. The velocity plots in Figure 4.2 provide evidence that the high-speed camera

can resolve variations of the downstream velocities in time. The high spatial resolution of

the velocity profiles obtained from the high speed camera allows to observe the detailed

shape of the velocity profiles.

If the water content of the snow of the test avalanches is too high, the acquisition of

velocities with the setup of optical sensors becomes more difficult [32]. In our experiments

with wet snow the signals of the reflectivity sensors exhibited synchronized spikes which

made it difficult to obtain velocities from the cross-correlation of the signals. With the

high speed camera images the acquisition of the velocity profiles in wet snow avalanches

worked well. In Figure 4.4 we present the velocity profile measurements with the highspeed

camera for two wet snow avalanches, and Figure 4.5 shows the time evolution of their flow

depth. As already observed in the video images, the slip velocities for the wet avalanches
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Figure 4.4: Velocity profiles obtained from the high-speed video recordings for two different

wet snow test avalanches; I1 to I5 refer to the intervals defined in Figure 4.5.

were non-zero. In the experiment of 07/05/2008 the velocities are systematically smaller

compared to the one of 19/05/2009. This is due to problems with the lifting hydraulics

on 07/05/2008 which did not allow us to set the inclination angle of the reservoir and the

acceleration section to 45◦. This day we only reached 38◦.

An interesting piece of information which can be obtained from the spatially highly

resolved velocity measurements is the variation of the shear rates with distance from the

ground: ∂u(y)/∂y ≈ ∆u/∆y. We calculated shear rates from the camera velocity profiles

after applying a nine point moving average smoothing filter. This reduced the scatter in
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Figure 4.5: Course of the flow depth and definition of the intervals I1 to I5 for the wet test

avalanches; on 07/05/2008 the flow depth was measured with the ultrasonic sensor.

the shear rates substantially. The shear rate profiles of the six previously discussed test

avalanches are presented in Figure 4.6. The dry snow test avalanches exhibited extremely

high shear rates in the lowest one centimeter of the flow. The shear rates were clearly

reduced above three centimeters but could still reach up to 40/s. In the wet snow avalanches

the maximum shear rates did not reach values as high as in the dry avalanches. Normally

the shear rates of the wet test avalanches were highest close to the ground. However, the

values were changing quickly and there were times when the maximum of shear was not

on the bottom of the flow. Sometimes it was not possible to measure the shear rates very

close to the ground, because snow stuck on the observation window. This is visible in the

curves I2 and I3 in Figure 4.4(a) when the velocity drops suddenly to zero. This sudden

drop produces the clearly unphysical high shear rates for curves I2 and I3 in Figure 4.6(e).

Some characteristic properties of the six test avalanches presented in Figure 5.1 to

Figure ?? are summarized in Table 4.1. Here, the volume was not previously measured

but estimated from the integral of the signal of the flow depth sensors. By multiplying this

by the chute width and the mean downstream flow velocity, which was estimated from the

velocity profiles, one obtains an estimate for the dynamic volume of the flow. The errors

in table 4.1 are the standard deviations of the values obtained from the two flow depth

sensors, if both worked well. The uncertainty of these values will be largely determined by

the difficulty to estimate the average downstream velocity.
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Figure 4.6: Shear rates measured at different positions in six different test avalanches; I1

to I5 correspond to the same intervals as in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4.
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Date Volume Snow Density Snow Temp Air Temp

[m3] [kg/m3] [◦C] [◦C]

20/01/2009 4.75±0.50 291±0 -4.5±0.5 -7±0.5

05/02/2009 8.20 423±10 -7±0.5 -6±0.5

25/03/2009 10.20±0.14 281±28 -10a -10.6±0.5

31/03/2009 5.3±1.27 331±56 0±0.5 1.8±0.5

19/05/2009 3.5±0.71 568±0 -0.1±0.5 4.6±0.5

07/05/2008 3.9 471±74 0±0.5 2.1±0.5

avalue from a close-by automatic weather station

Table 4.1: Measured parameters of the six test avalanches from which velocity profile

measurements are presented. The uncertainty in the density corresponds to the standard

deviation of different measurements (±0 means only one realization was done). The un-

certainty of the temperatures is the accuracy of the thermometer. For the uncertainty of

the volume measurements see the text.

4.5 Time series of velocities

In this section we discuss the information which can be extracted from the high temporal

resolution of the velocity measurements from the high-speed camera. InFigure 4.7 we show

the time series of the downstream velocity at different heights above the ground for two

of the previously discussed small-scale avalanches. The fluctuations of the downstream

velocities are very strong. It can be recognized that the frame rate of the camera is

not always high enough to produce smooth velocity time series. The amplitudes of the

fluctuations are often in the range of 1 m/s and changes take place in time intervals

of around 0.1 seconds. Sometimes they seem to be synchronized at different heights,

sometimes not. To learn more about the structure of the fluctuations, we made a frequency

analysis of the velocity time series. We produced time series of the downstream velocity

at every point of the generated two dimensional velocity fields and performed a Fourier

transform of these time series. Next we averaged the Fourier spectrum over all locations.

These spatially averaged spectra are presented in Figure 4.8. We can see that the averaged

spectra of all avalanches decay with a power law over several orders of magnitude. The

exponent of the straight line plotted in Figure 4.8 as visual fit is 1.2 . This is an interesting

feature of the velocity time series considering the great variety of snow conditions and

measured velocity profiles. To ensure that the power scaling is not a a feature of our data

acquisition or analysis we checked the variation of the power spectra with the correlation
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Figure 4.7: Time series of the downstream velocity at different distances from the ground

for dry snow avalanche (a) and a wet snow avalanche (b).
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Figure 4.8: Spectrum of the velocities in the shear layer of five small-scale avalanches;

exponent of the visual fit is 1.2.

map averaging factor in our pattern matching algorithm. We noted that the scatter at

high frequencies reduced for larger correlation map averaging times but the exponent of

the decay remained the same. The fact that this decay is a property of the snow flows was

also confirmed by the fact that the frequency spectra of measured shear and normal forces

decayed in a similar fashion.

A power law decay of velocity and force power spectra has also been reported in ex-

periments and simulations with granular material [1, 2, 27, 35, 58]. Therefore, this result

hints at a certain similarity in the flowing behaviour of snow and dry granular material.

Considering that the exponents of the power law decay in granular material depend on

their flow regime, this exponent may be a good candidate for a similarity criterion for

designing small-scale experiments of snow avalanches in the laboratory.

There are recent attempts to interpret specific features of granular flows in terms of

turbulence theory [21, 35, 58]. An important feature of turbulent flows is intermittency.

This means, in simple words, that on small time scales the time series of the velocity is

not self similar anymore [19]. A way to analyze the intermittency of a flow is to consider

the statistics of the velocity increments

δv(τ) = v(t+ τ)− v(t). (4.1)
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We obtain a probability distribution function (PDF) of the velocity increments for a fixed

τ in the measured time series of two dimensional velocity fields by computing velocity

increments at all locations in the velocity field for all possible times. The PDFs of velocity

increments for two experiments and four different τ are presented in Figure 4.9. Here,

for the sake of clarity, we only present the PDFs of the downstream velocity components.

The shape of the PDFs of flow-normal velocities are similar but cut off at smaller velocity

increments, because the maximum velocities in flow normal direction are much smaller.

The change of the shape of the PDFs from very peaked for small τ to broad is a typical
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Figure 4.9: PDFs of the velocity increments (for details see the text).

feature of intermittent flows [19]. We found this behaviour for all examined flows. Because

intermittency is in a way the opposite of self similarity, this could signify that there exists

a preferred time scale which breaks the self similarity. If we translate this statement into

the spatial regime it could mean that there also exists a preferred length scale. Naturally

the finite size of the moving snow structures or even the snow grains should determine this

length scale.

4.6 Discussion

Velocity profiles have been measured in snow flows of different scales. Nishimura and Maeno

[48] and Rognon et al. [61] performed experiments on narrow flumes (tens of centimeters)

with dry snow and flow depths of several centimeters. In contrast Kern et al. measured

velocity profiles in full-scale experiments [36]. The scale of the Weissfluhjoch snow chute,
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as well of the Indian chute [74] and the experiments performed by Dent and Lang [17]

lie somewhere in between the full-scale test sites and the narrow snow flumes mentioned

above. The spatial resolution of the velocity measurements were better in the experiments

of smaller scale. By using the new method of high-speed recording, we could reproduce the

results of the optical velocity sensors and introduce highly resolved velocity measurements

in the intermediate scale. The maximum shear rates measured with our set-up in the dry

snow experiments reach similar values as measured by Rognon et al. with much lower

flow depths. The region of very high shear rates (> 100/s) was less than 1 cm in their

experiments and up to 2 cm in ours. The transition from very high shear rates to nearly

plug-like regions is smooth due to the very spatial resolution of our measurements. The

velocity profiles measured in small-scale experiments, where high shear rates are confined

to a small layer of the flow next to the ground, resemble velocity profile predicted by shear

thinning rheologies such as the Cross-Model [37].

The maximum shear rates measured in full-scale avalanches are much lower [36]. One

obvious reason is the much smaller spatial resolution of the velocity measurements: the

vertical spacing between the velocity sensors is between 15 centimeters and 1 meter. Shear

rate values are spatially averaged over the these distances and very high shear rates confined

to a few centimeters of the flow cannot be detected. This problem is tried to be solved at the

full-scale test site at Vallée de la Sionne by increasing the spatial resolution of the velocity

measurements successively in the last years [38]. Another important difference between the

experiments on smaller scales and the full-scale experiments are the boundary conditions

of the flow. In the experiments of smaller scales the running surface is usually roughened

to avoid that the snow moves down the slope as a block. In real-scale experiments the

avalanche moves on a snow cover which is partially entrained and incorporated into the

avalanche. As a consequence, it is not only very difficult to define the running surface,

but the boundary condition is also changing from the front of the avalanche which has

to accelerate part of the snow cover to the tail, where sometimes a smooth, icy running

surface exists, which permits the snow to slide as a block in a plug-flow. So, rather than

being an image of avalanches that occur in nature, the small-scale experiments have to be

seen as a source of information on the flowing properties of the material snow.

The high-speed camera images provide more information than very precise velocity

measurements. Characteristic features of the flows can also be observed by eye in the

high resolution slow motion videos. In the camera images a rolling behavior of structures

near the bottom could be observed. This behavior was more pronounced in the dry snow

avalanches than in the wet snow avalanches, where the sliding movement seemed to be more

important for the flow dynamics. Although a quantitative analysis of this observation is
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missing, this difference could explain why the ratio of shear force to normal force measured

on the force plates was higher in wet snow test avalanches as compared to dry snow

avalanches (see also the results of Platzer obtained on the same chute [52]). The processes

observed in the shear layer were very complex. Velocities and shear rates were fluctuating

strongly. The assumption that the different shear rates in the velocity profiles exist mainly

due to different sizes of aggregates [61] could not be confirmed. In addition to velocity

measurements, the camera images could possibly be used to measure other internal flow

properties of the test avalanches. If a homogeneous illumination of the images is provided,

the grey-values could be related to the density of the flow: in our movies void spaces

between the snow were observed which reflected less light than dense regions of the flow. So,

the change of the averaged brightness of the image in different regions could be connected

to a relative change of the volume fraction of snow particles and therefore to the density

of the flow.

4.7 Conclusions

The experimental results obtained from the new method of high-speed video recording are

in line with previous experimental investigations on smaller scales: Very high shear rates

(up to 600/s) have been measured in a very thin layer next to the running surface of the

avalanche. Very good spatial resolution (< 1 cm) are necessary to detect this highly sheared

layer. The wet snow avalanches exhibited none-zero slip velocities and as a consequence

the maximum measured shear rates in the lowermost centimeters of the flow were lower.

The measured velocity profiles resemble velocity profiles that are predicted by classical

shear thinning rheologies.

The velocities were fluctuating strongly in the shear layer of the small-scale avalanches.

When analyzing the velocity time series, we found a certain analogy to the time series

measured in granular flows. The analogy between granular flows and turbulent flows has

only been conceptualized recently and this comparison will most likely produce new insights

into the flowing behavior of granular flows, including snow avalanches. The observation

of the high resolution slow motion videos revealed rolling behaviour of snow particles and

particle clusters and highly non-laminar flow behaviour.

Possibilities of employment of the new setup developed at the SLF snow chute are

manifold: Entrainment processes could be filmed by the high-speed camera. The results

obtained from capacitive density sensors could be compared to changes of the snow volume

fraction detected in the images of the high-speed camera. Due to the huge experimental
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effort, a coordination of experiments with different goals is desirable. New sensors can be

tested simultaneously at the snow chute [76]. An advantage of the SLF snow chute is, that

it can handle both dry and wet snow. The problem of releasing fresh powder snow could

perhaps be solved by slightly heating the ground and side walls of the reservoir before the

experiments.



CHAPTER 5

Results from the laboratory experiments

5.1 Introduction

The flow of dry, cohesionless granular matter down inclined chutes has been investigated

in laboratory experiments and in discrete particle simulations with the goal of finding a

constitutive law to describe the fluid-like motion of granular materials [8, 15, 27, 42, 55,

66, 67, 70, 71]. Such a law would have a wide range of applications in industry and the

geosciences. Therefore, experiments have been conducted which studied the evolution of

the shape and the position of finite volume granular avalanches to test models based in

depth-averaged equations [22, 23, 24, 29, 67]. In other experimental investigations mass

flow rates on inclined planes have been controlled to generate steady flow states. Relations

between the applied mass flow rates and inclination angles and flow heights could be

deduced for a certain range of inclination angles [3, 34, 54]. Insight into the constitutive

behavior of flowing granular material has also been obtained by measuring shear rates

and then deducing the underlying shear forces. Shear rates can be obtained from flow-

normal velocity profiles. Such profiles have often been measured in steady state conditions

[3, 33, 66]. In other cases the velocity profile has been averaged over the observation

time [5, 9]. Rather than inferring the shear behaviour of granular flows from kinematic

measurements, basal shear force measurements together with basal velocity measurements,

have been applied to study the basal frictional behavior of granular material [10].

In our experiments, we focused on the measurement of the evolution of flow-normal

49
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velocity profiles from head to tail in granular avalanches using high-speed video recording.

We released a finite mass of granular material down a flat inclined chute with rectangular

cross-section. This type of experiment is often referred to as the dam-break problem in

literature [28, 59].

Two major series of experiments were conducted: In the first series ballotini with two

different bead sizes (1.4mm and 0.1mm) were studied. The results of these experiments

are discussed in the next section. Because we observed very different flow behavior for

the two ballotini sizes, we decided to use an intermediate bead size in the second series.

Additionally to the bead sizes, the roughness of the running surface was varied in the second

series of experiments, to be able to distinguish between bead size effects and boundary

effects of the running surface. In the first series of experiments the time series of the

velocities showed clear decreasing trends. Therefore, in the second series we installed a

second high-speed camera, 40 cm downstream to the first camera, to be able to measure

gradients in the velocities in downstream direction. By depth integration of the momentum

balance equation in downstream direction and assuming kinematic boundary conditions,

we will show how these gradients together with the decreasing depth averaged velocity

contribute to the shear forces measured on the running surface.

5.2 Experimental results

5.2.1 Results of the first series of experiments

Small ballotini

In Figure 5.1, we present the evolution of the downstream velocity profiles for four different

inclination angles as the small ballotini avalanches pass the measurement location. Profiles

are plotted every 0.27 seconds and up to the flow depth of the dense part of the avalanches.

This flow depth was automatically determined from the camera images by a grey-level limit.

Velocities were also recorded in higher regions of the flow where the particle density clearly

decreased (see Figure 3.3). Here velocities decreased with height due to enhanced air drag.

This trend is also visible in some of the plotted profiles (Figure 5.1). Images from the

camera were available for the first 2.2 seconds of the flow. For all angles, velocity profiles

are strongly changing from the head to the tail of the avalanche. In the head, considerable

slip velocities are observed and the velocity profile has a convex shape. Subsequently, the

slip velocity decreases and the lower part of the velocity profile assumes a linear shape.

Then an inflection point evolves between the lower, now concave-shaped part of the profile
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Figure 5.1: Time evolution of the downstream velocity profiles for different inclination

angles, time steps between the different profiles are 0.27 seconds.
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and the upper, still convex part. However, with growing flow depth, the position of this

inflection point rises but descends again for decreasing flow depths at the tail. The graph

for 36 degree inclination indicates that towards the end of the flow the velocity profile

assumes a highly sheared and rather linear shape.

Comparing the evolution of the velocity profile for different inclination angles, one can

observe a generic behavior for all inclinations. However, for steeper chute inclinations, the

changes of the profiles take place more rapidly. Using half of the maximum frame rate of

the high-speed camera, we were able to record these changes for four seconds. Thereby the

linear velocity profile towards the end of the granular avalanches could also be observed

for smaller inclination angles.

The appearance of an inflection point, which assigns the position with the maximal

shear rate in the velocity profile, is a distinct feature of the velocity profiles. The elevation

of the inflection point follows the flow depth. This suggests the existence of a critical value

of the overburden pressure which strongly decelerates the particles below a certain depth

in the flow. This idea is confirmed at the tail of the avalanche when the inflection point

in the velocity profile becomes less pronounced. Here velocities of ballotini in vicinity to

the running surface increase against the decreasing trend of the depth averaged velocity.

As this increase of velocities is connected to a decreasing flow depth, it appears that this

acceleration is caused by a reduction of the frictional force due to a decreasing overburden

pressure.

To quantify the changes of the velocity profiles that take place as the granular avalanches

pass the measurement location, we trace the time evolution of some characteristic quantities

through the avalanche. In Figure 5.2 the depth averaged velocity vm, the slip velocity vs

and the top velocity vt are plotted as functions of time for the same four inclination angles

as in Figure 5.1. Furthermore, the flow depth h and the depth averaged shear rate sm,

which we calculated as sm = (vt − vs)/h, are shown in the same graphs. The flow depth

(magenta squares) varies more quickly for steeper inclinations. For 36 degrees most of

the avalanche volume has passed after the 2.2 seconds of recording time of the camera.

Velocities decrease monotonically from head to tail of the avalanche for all inclination

angles observed. The depth averaged velocity vm decreases strongly in the first half second

of the flow and then decreases approximately linearly until the end of the flow. The slip

velocity vs also decreases rapidly in the beginning of the flow, decaying to nearly zero

during this first half second. There is no slip throughout the rest of the flow except at 36

degrees where a very small increase of the slip velocity at small flow depths, towards the

end of the flow, can be recognized. The top velocity vt evolves differently: it decreases

very slowly until a certain point in time after the maximum flow depth when it starts
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Figure 5.2: Evolution of characteristic quantities of the flows of small ballotini; green

crosses: depth averaged velocity, blue crosses: surface velocity of the flow, red crosses: slip

velocity on the ground, magenta squares: flow depth, black circles: depth averaged shear

rate of the profile.
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to decrease much quicker. The depth averaged shear rate sm shows a very interesting

behavior: it decreases with increasing flow depth and vice versa. This means that the

relative motion of the ballotini to each other is slower for higher flow depths.
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of the scaled downstream velocity profile for 0.1 mm ballotini at

different inclination angles. Profiles are plotted for the same times as in Figure 5.1.

The idea that the shearing behavior is coupled to the flow depth becomes more ap-

parent, if the evolution of scaled velocity profiles is considered. In Figure 5.3 we plot the

downstream velocities scaled with the depth-averaged downstream velocity vm against the

normalized flow depth. The evolution of the scaled velocity profiles shows the variations

in velocities and shear rates separated from the overall decelerating behavior of the flow
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and separated from flow depth variations. A striking feature of the scaled velocity profiles

is that they all intersect at a point close to the center-line of the flow. This is a surprising

result and not an artifact of the scaling, since the profiles have been scaled with two a priori

independent time dependent parameters. It reveals that the velocity in the center of our

granular avalanches evolves in the same way as the depth averaged velocity. This property

could be very useful when modeling these finite mass flows with depth-averaged models.

The scaled velocity profiles above the fixed point flatten out with time. The shape of the

profiles below the fixed point change from convex to concave. This implies that the shear

rate near the ground decreases at the expense of an increase of the shear rate towards the

center of the flow.

Regarding the systematic evolution of the scaled velocity profiles in Figure 5.3, one

could even go one step further and try to scale the profiles with a time dependent function,

that would collapse all the profiles into one single curve. Noting that the relative velocity

decreases below a fixed height and increases above, a power-law dependence is suggested.

Using the last velocity profile in Figure 5.3(d) as reference profile, it was possible to collapse

the profiles by the following function:

scale(y′, t) = (
1

0.55
y′)0.5475(t−tref ), (5.1)

where y′ is the height above the ground scaled with the flow depth and tref = 2.02s is the

time after the trigger signal of the last profile in Figure 5.3(d). The result of the rescaling

is presented in Figure 5.4. The curves collapse well, only the last profile differs a little

bit from the others in the upper part. Indeed, in Figure 5.3(d) we can see that the last

curve behaves against the observed trend of relative deceleration below the fixed point and

acceleration above it. Here the inflection point is less pronounced and the profiles has a

rather linear shape (see also last curve in Figure 5.1(d)). In the tail of the avalanches the

rheological behavior could be different because of the small depth of the flow. Another

reason could be different bead sizes at the tail due to segregation phenomena.

Large ballotini

The characteristic properties of the downstream velocity profiles for the larger ballotini are

shown in Figure 5.5. One striking difference to the small ballotini avalanches is the non-

vanishing slip velocity over the entire avalanche. Different is also the course of the depth

averaged shear rate through the granular avalanche. In the beginning when particles start

to get in contact the depth averaged shear rate increases to a maximum value. With the

maximum in flow depth it shows a local minimum similar to the small ballotini avalanches.
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Figure 5.4: Velocity profiles in the 0.1 mm ballotini avalanches at 36 degree inclination

scaled with the depth of the flow and the depth averaged velocity times the time dependent

scaling function scale(y′, t).

With decreasing flow depth it increases again. Towards the end of the large ballotini

avalanches the flow becomes more dilute and the depth averaged shear rate decreases

again, due to less interaction of the glass beads. The evolution of the velocities reveals

a qualitatively similar behavior as in the small ballotini avalanches. The slip velocity vs

decreases rapidly in the beginning and becomes constant after half a second. At the end of

the avalanche vs increases slightly. Also the depth averaged velocity vm decreases quickly

in the beginning of the flow. Subsequently it decreases much slower. It experiences a strong

drop when the flow depth starts to decrease. Towards the end of the avalanches, vm stays

almost constant. The top velocity vt evolves differently for different inclination angles.

For small inclinations, it decreases at a nearly constant rate. For higher inclinations, it

decreases slowly in the beginning. Subsequently it experiences a huge drop similar to vm

with the decrease of the flow depth. Towards the end of the avalanche vt decreases slowly

again.

The scaled velocity profiles (Figure 5.6) show that the shearing behavior is less compli-

cated for the large ballotini experiments. Here the profiles are plotted every 0.14 seconds

for two different inclination angles. They all collapse relatively well on one curve. Only the

first (black) profiles differ from the rest of the profiles. In the beginning, the flow is more

dilute, the particles do not interact too much and the velocity profile is rather plug-like. A

very dilute flow is also observed towards the end of the flow. Here it becomes very difficult

to determine the flow depth properly and therefore the profiles towards the very end of the
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of characteristic quantities of the flows of large ballotini; green

crosses: depth averaged velocity, blue crosses: surface velocity of the flow, red crosses: slip

velocity on the ground, magenta squares: flow depth, black circles: depth averaged shear

rate of the profile.
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flow are not shown in Figure 5.6. In our opinion the differences in the evolution of char-
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of the scaled downstream velocity profile for 1.4 mm ballotini at two

different inclination angles. Profiles are plotted every 0.14 seconds.

acteristic flow properties of the large ballotini avalanches to the small ballotini avalanches

exist mainly due to two reasons:

• We used the same running surface for the experiments with the 0.1mm ballotini and

1.4mm ballotini. The wood of the running surface exhibits natural irregularities with

a typical size of smaller than 1mm. This is why the small ballotini, which experienced

the surface as bumpy, stuck more to the running surface than the large ballotini,

which experienced the wood as a flat/frictional surface. This clearly influenced the

slip velocity and imposed different boundary conditions for both materials.

• The number of ballotini used in the large ballotini avalanches was much smaller and

thus the flow depth in particle numbers was much lower. Here a critical overburden

pressure that decelerates the ballotini near the ground was not reached and there-

fore the shearing behavior remained much simpler compared to the small ballotini

avalanches.

An interesting feature of the avalanches with the large ballotini is the tail of these avalanches:

the flow becomes dilute, the slip velocity increases and the velocity profile assumes a plug-

like form. This can be clearly recognized in Figure 5.5 as the surface and the slip velocity

converge towards the end of the avalanche. Looking at the high-speed video images, one

recognizes that at the tail the ballotini only weakly interact through infrequent collisions.
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That is, they are flying almost freely down the chute and their friction is mainly due to air

drag. A similar phase was not observed in the avalanches of the small ballotini. In spite

of the differences in the time evolution of the granular avalanches for the different grain

sizes, there are also clear consistencies:

• For both grain sizes and all inclination angles, the measured downstream velocities

showed a clear decelerating trend from the head to the tail of the avalanche

• Slip velocities and depth averaged velocities decreased strongest in the head of the

granular avalanches staying constant respectively decreasing at smaller rates for the

other parts of the avalanches.

5.2.2 Results of the second series

In the second experimental series we used three different running surfaces and three dif-

ferent ballotini sizes. Because we studied different inclination angles in all combinations,

a large set of experimental data was collected. It turned out that the smoother sandpaper

(P150) as running surface produced similar flows as the wooden surface in the first series.

Therefore, interesting setups in the light of the first series of experiments were the small

ballotini on a smooth running surface and the large ballotini on the roughest running sur-

face. The experiments with the medium ballotini on all three running surfaces were also

producing completely new results. In Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 we present the evolution

of the velocity profiles in these five new setups. For one inclination angle we present the

absolute profiles (left column) and scaled velocity profiles (right column). The slip veloc-

ities in the large ballotini avalanches on the very rough running surface (Figure 5.7 a,b)

are much smaller than on the wooden surface. The velocity profiles are flatter and develop

a concave shape in contrast to the convex shapes in (Figure 5.6). In the small ballotini

avalanches with smooth running surface (Figure 5.7 c,d) the inflection point in the velocity

profiles is only present in a few profiles and is much less pronounced (Figure 5.7 a,b) than

on the rough wooden surface (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.3). In the first profiles of the small

ballotini avalanches on the smooth running surface Figure 5.7(c,d) the influence of the air

drag is visible. Because at the head of the avalanches the air has to be accelerated, the air

drag is increased and the maximum velocity is in the middle of the flow and not at the free

surface. This effect was also observed in other experiments with the small ballotini and

with the medium ballotini a well, but less pronounced. In the large ballotini avalanches we

could not observe such an effect. The air drag seems to be more important for the smaller

ballotini sizes due to their smaller inertia.
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Figure 5.7: Absolute and scaled velocity profiles for an large ballotini avalanche on the

very rough surface at 35 degree inclination (a,b) and for a small ballotini avalanche on the

smooth running surface for the same inclination (c,d).
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Figure 5.8: Absolute and scaled velocity profiles for three medium ballotini avalanches on

the smooth (a,b), rough(c,d) and very rough running surface (e,f) at 35 degree inclination.
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The evolution of the velocity profiles in the medium ballotini avalanches on different

running surfaces is presented in Figure 5.8. Again, slip velocities decrease and the profiles

become flatter with increasing roughness of the running surface. On the very rough running

surface the velocity profiles develop an inflection point similar to the profiles in the small

ballotini avalanches. In Figure 5.8 a,b we can observe plug-like velocity profiles at the front

and at the tail of the granular avalanches. This is due to a dilute phase at the head and

at the tail of the medium ballotini avalanches, which was observed in the large ballotini

avalanches as well. Here, the particles are flying through the air and interacting through

binary collisions instead of sliding on each other as in the dense part of the avalanches. As

a result, we can state that the medium ballotini avalanches can reproduce features of the

small and the large ballotini avalanches of the first experimental series.
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of the flow depth and the depth averaged velocity in the medium

ballotini avalanches when flowing on different running surfaces.

In Figure 5.9 we compare the evolution of the flow depth and the depth averaged velocity

vm of the three medium ballotini avalanches presented in Figure 5.8. At the measurement

location, the maximum flow depth is lower for the rougher running surfaces. This is due to

the lower slip velocities on the rougher running surfaces. The velocity difference between

particles on the top of the flow and particles near the ground are higher. The faster

particles on the top overtake the particles near the ground, which causes the stretching

of the avalanches in downstream direction. Towards the end of the flows on the smooth

running surface, the dilute phase of the flow can be recognized, where the values of the

flow depth have more scatter. At the very end , the value of the flow depth is, which is

determined by a brightness limit, corresponds to a reflexion from the white drawing paper,

which was used as the smooth running surface.
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The depth averaged velocity is higher on the smoother running surfaces, mainly due to

the higher slip velocities. The depth average velocity decreases much faster on the smooth

running surface. Later in this chapter we will show how the decrease in the depth averaged

velocity and its gradients in the downstream direction is connected with the frictional

behavior of these avalanches.

Repeatability of the experiments

A huge advantage of the ballotini experiments is that the experiments can be repeated with

a systematic variation of different parameters such as the inclination angle or the roughness

of the running surface. An important statement about the validity of the single experiments

is how repeatable they are, if no parameters are changed. In the large second series of

experiments, single experiments were repeated, mostly because one of the measurement

devices (force plate or high-speed camera) had problems in one of the runs. In Figure 5.10

we present the velocity measurements in two medium ballotini experiments conducted in

two consecutive days at 30 degree inclination on the rough running surface. Very good
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Figure 5.10: Depth averaged downstream velocity vm, slip velocity vs and surface velocity

vt for two medium ballotini avalanches with the same set-up; 30 degree inclination, rough

running surface.

qualitative and quantitative repeatability of the velocity measurements can be observed.
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Only at the front of the avalanche, where the scatter of the data is high, the agreement

is not that good. Here the flow is more dilute and also the determination of the flow

depth is more difficult. Small variations due to slightly different initial conditions (due to

slightly different filling pattern of the reservoir) can be also observed. The first avalanches

has a slightly lower maximum flow depth (not shown). This is why the bend in the depth

averaged downstream velocity at t=1s, when the surface velocity starts to decrease, is more

pronounced (Figure 5.10).

5.2.3 Depth averaging the velocity measurements

Although we have seen in the last two sections that the downstream velocity varies consid-

erably through the depth of the flow, in this section, we want to examine depth averaged

quantities of the ballotini experiments. This is mainly due to two reasons:

• Nearly all models of geophysical flows are based on depth averaged equations, where

the law of friction with the ground determines the movement of the flow. We can

therefore check if the assumptions made for depth averaged quantities and the friction

laws hold in our granular experiments.

• We can use the depth averaged equations as a consistency check of our data, since they

relate the velocity measurements of the high-speed camera to the shear measurements

with the force plate.

Depth averaged equations

Following [67, 40] we deduce conservation equations for depth averaged quantities. We

start with conservation equations of mass

∂

∂t
ρ+

∂

∂x
(ρu) +

∂

∂y
(ρv) = 0 (5.2)

and momentum in the x- and y-direction

∂

∂t
(ρu) +

∂

∂x
(ρu2) +

∂

∂y
(ρvu) =

(
∂

∂x
σxx +

∂

∂y
τxy

)

+ ρg sin(θ) (5.3)

∂

∂t
(ρv) +

∂

∂x
(ρuv) +

∂

∂y
(ρv2) =

(
∂

∂x
τxy +

∂

∂y
σyy

)

+ ρg cos(θ), (5.4)

where ρ is the density, u and v are the components of the velocity in x- and y-direction

respectively, σxx,τxy and σyy are the components of the 2-dimensional stress tensor and θ is

the angle of the coordinate system with the horizontal (see Figure 1.2). When transforming
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these equations to dimension-less coordinates ([67, 40]), one notices that certain terms are

small when the length of the avalanche L is large compared to its height h, i.e. ε ≡ h/L ≪ 1.

When calculating some of these terms for our avalanches, we noticed that they were actually

small. Considering only terms of order ε0 in the dimensionsless equations (see 3.3.2 in [40]),

the above equations reduce to:

∂

∂t
ρ+

∂

∂x
(ρu) +

∂

∂y
(ρv) = 0 (5.5)

∂

∂t
(ρu) +

∂

∂x
(ρu2) +

∂

∂y
(ρvu) =

∂

∂y
τxy + ρg sin(θ) (5.6)

0 =
∂

∂y
σyy + ρg cos(θ). (5.7)

Next we will integrate these equations from zero to h(x, t). Here, we will assume that

the density does not vary in the y-direction, but will allow for variation of the density

with x and t: ρ ≡ ρ(x, t). We will use the Leibniz rule of integration to exchange the

integration with differentiation, which will produce additional terms, since the upper limit

of the integration h depends on x and t. Furthermore we will make use of the kinematic

boundary conditions which connect the particle velocities at the free surface with the

change of the flow depth h and state that no vertical particle velocities are possible at the

ground:

∂

∂t
h(x, t) + u(h(x, t), t)

∂

∂x
h(x, t) = v(h(x, t), t) (5.8)

0 = v(0, t). (5.9)

Defining depth averaged quantities ·̄ = 1
h

∫ h

0
·dy we obtain for (5.5) and (5.6):

∂

∂t
hρ− ρ

∂

∂t
h+

∂

∂x
hρū− u|y=h

∂

∂x
h+ ρ[v]h0 = 0 (5.10)

∂

∂t
hρū− ρu|y=h

∂

∂t
h+

∂

∂x
hρū2 − u2|y=h

∂

∂x
h+ ρ[uv]h0 = −[τxy]

h
0 + hρg sin θ (5.11)

We notice that due to (5.8) and (5.9) several terms cancel out. Assuming that the stresses

vanish at the free surface and defining S(x, t) ≡ τxy|y=0 and N(x, t) ≡ σyy|y=0 we finally

obtain the three depth averaged conservation equations:

∂

∂t
(hρ) +

∂

∂x
(hρū) = 0 (5.12)

∂

∂t
(hρū) +

∂

∂x
(hρū2) = −S + hρg sin θ (5.13)

0 = −N + hρg cos θ (5.14)
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In the current avalanche models a system of partial differential equations similar to

(5.12) to (5.14) is closed by assuming a frictional law S(N, ū, ...) and a profile factor (also

named shape factor in literature):

α(x, t) =
ū2

ū2
. (5.15)

In nearly all models α is set to one [4, 40, 56, 67] , because the velocity profile is assumed

to be uniform nearly through the entire flow depth and highly sheared only in a small shear

layer close to the ground. In our ballotini experiments this is surely not true. In Figure

5.11 we plotted α against time for three medium ballotini avalanches on the three different

running surfaces. We can see that the velocity profile coefficient α increases strongly during
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Figure 5.11: Velocity profile factor α plottest against time for three medium ballotini

experiments.

the avalanches. On the rough running surface, it reaches much higher values due to the

concave shape of the velocity profiles (see Figure 5.8).

Comparing the measurements

To compare the velocity measurements with the shear measurements on the running sur-

face, we have to know all the terms apart from S in (5.13). We can calculate hρ using the

measured normal stress in (5.14). The x-gradient of hρ can be calculated using (5.12):

∂

∂x
hρ = −1

ū

(
∂

∂t
hρ+ hρ

∂

∂x
ū

)

(5.16)
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So finally we can calculate the shear force at the running surface from the velocity

measurements according to:

S = hρg sin θ − ū
∂

∂t
(hρ)− hρ

∂

∂t
ū− ū2

∂

∂x
(hρ)− hρ

∂

∂x
ū2 (5.17)

= hρg sin θ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

steady term

+hρ

(
ū2

ū

∂

∂x
ū− ∂

∂x
ū2

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

x-gradient term

−hρ

(
∂

∂t
ū

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

time evolution term

+

(
ū2

ū
− ū

)
∂

∂t
hρ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

transient height term

(5.18)

The first term corresponds to the expected shear force in a steady state condition,

when the frictional force exerted on the ground equals the downstream acceleration due to

gravity. The second term comprises derivatives of the downstream velocity in x-direction

and the third term derivatives in time. The fourth term accounts for changes in the flow

depth. Note that the coefficient of this last term vanishes for α = 1.

We calculated the time-derivatives of our measured time series by centered finite differ-

ences with the matlab gradient function. Before doing that, we smoothed the time series

by a weighted moving average, which asigned zero weight to ouliers outside six mean ab-

solute deviations (rloess routine in the matlab smooth function). We used smoothing time

intervals from 0.1 to 0.27 seconds, depending on the scatter of the data.

For the derivative in x-direction we subtracted the time series of the two cameras and

divided them by the downstream distance of 40 cm between them. Because the second

high-speed camera had only half the memory of the first camera, we could calculate this

gradient only for the 1.1 seconds of recording time of the second camera. The value obtained

is surely only a rough estimate for the gradient at the location of camera one. So we do

not expect our calculation to agree exactly with the measurement, but want to show how

the two measurement are connected.

With the restrictions mentioned above, all terms in 5.18 could be calculated from

the velocity measurements plus the normal stress measurements and compared with the

measured shear force. In Figure 5.12 we present the evolution of the different terms in

(5.18), the evolution of their sum and the evolution of the measured shear force for two

large ballotini experiments on the rough running surface. In the experiment with 25 degree

inclination the measured shear force (black) agrees very well with the steady state term

(magenta). The x-gradient term and the time evolution term are different from zero,

but cancel out quite well. In the experiment with 35 degree inclination the measured

shear force is clearly smaller than the steady state term. The x-gradient term and the

time evolution term do not cancel out anymore. The x-gradient is larger than the time

evolution term and due to it negative sign the sum of all terms follows the measured

shear force considerably well. Here we can see that the unsteady terms in the momentum
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Figure 5.12: Evolution of the terms in 5.18 in two large ballotini avalanches on the rough

(P150) running surface.
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equation can make significant (measurable) contributions to the dynamics of our finite

size mass flows. Another important thing to note is that to study the transient unsteady

behaviour in an Eulerian measurement set-up does not suffice to measure only variations

in time. Also gradients in the x-direction have to be considered!

In other experiments the agreement between calculated and measured shear force was

not that good. This is surely due to the very rough estimation of velocity-gradients in

x-direction using the two high-speed cameras. With newer cameras, which have higher

resolution at this frame rates, it should be possible to detect these x-gradients locally in

the image of one camera. Another reason why the measurement of the velocities and the

shear forces do not always fit together is that the velocities are measured at the side-wall

while the force plate is installed in centre-line of the chute. The importance of side-wall

effects is discussed in the next section.

5.2.4 Side-wall effects

When observing a chute flow through a side-wall, it is important to estimate how much

the friction with the side-wall disturbs the studied flow. This is a difficult task. In the

first series of experiments, we measured slip velocities with optical velocity sensors at

the centre-line of the chute. We also recorded the flow through a glass window from the

bottom of the chute with the high-speed camera in a few experiments. In both cases non-

zero slip velocities were measured, even with a rough boundary condition (small ballotini

on the wooden running surface). This was in contrast to the zero slip velocity measured

at the sidewall. However, we noticed in the second series of experiments, that the ballotini

instantaneous changed their velocity when moving from a rough surface to a smooth surface

like for example a piece of adhesive tape. The glass surface of the optical velocity sensors

and the glass window were very smooth. So we believe, that the velocity measured there,

was only an instantaneous slip on these surfaces not representative for the rest of the

running surface. This idea was confirmed by some material staying on the running surface

of the chute in experiments with rough boundary condition.

Another indication that the side-wall effects are not dominant in our granular exper-

iments was found by a comparison of the flow depth measurements from the high-speed

camera at the side-wall to the values measured by the flow height sensor which was in-

stalled at the centre-line of the flow. Quantitative good agreement was obtained for most

parts of the flows, which indicates a nearly uniform distribution of the flow depth over the

cross section of the chute.

Still, side-wall effects are surely present in our velocity data. When comparing the
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calculated shear force from the velocity measurements according to 5.18 with the shear

force measured in the center of the flow, we saw that the agreement was generally better

on the rougher running surfaces. Here the friction exerted by the flat side-walls was less

important in comparison to the friction exerted by the running surface. On the smooth

running surface the friction with the side-wall had a higher impact.

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Comparison with other experiments

Great parts of the experimental work on granular flows can be divided into two classes:

• Dam-break experiments, where a finite size of granular material was released from

rest and the evolution of the mass was tracked from initiation to deposition, in order

to test the predictions of models [22, 23, 29, 39].

• Experiments where a steady flow of granular material was provoked in different ge-

ometries [46] and constitutive laws can be found by a systematic variation of the flow

parameters (see for example [3, 66, 54]).

Concerning the experimental set-up our experiments surely fit better in the first category,

although their aim was not to test a specific model, but to obtain precise measurements of

flow properties in avalanche-like finite sized granular flows by means of modern measure-

ment techniques.

Hutter et al. conducted many dam-break experiments on very smooth running surfaces

(plexi-glass) and with rather large particle sizes on different topographies [22, 23, 29, 39]

to test the Savage-Hutter avalanche model. They measured only slight differences between

surface and the slip velocities in his flows [57]. This agrees with our experiments, which

show how the shear rates decrease when changing from rough running surfaces to smooth

running surfaces ( see for example Figure 5.8) and from larger bead size to smaller bead

sizes (compare Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.5).

Pioneering experiments which belong to the second class of experiments were conducted

by Savage [66]. He produced a steady state flow of polystyrene beads by controlling the

flow rate on an inclined chute. He measured velocity profiles on a rough running surface,

which obtained an inflection point similar to our velocity profiles with rough boundary

condition (compare Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.8(e) and (f)). Similar velocity profiles with

similar experimental set-ups were measured by Pouliquen [33] and Ancey [3]. An interesting
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aspect of our highly time-resolved velocity profiles in the transient granular avalanches is

that a great variety of velocity profiles was measured in one single flow with constant

boundary condition. Sometimes we could measure a convex-shaped velocity profile in the

front, a concave-shaped velocity profile in the body and a linear velocity profile in the

tail of the avalanches (Figure 5.1, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.7(c,d) and Figure 5.8 (e,f)) (here

convex and concave refer to the shape of the velocity profile in the common plot, where

the velocity is plotted on the abscissa and the spatial variable on the ordinate. When

speaking about properties of the mathematical function u(y), the expressions have to be

exchanged). So, not only rheological properties of the material and boundary conditions

seem to influence the velocity profile but also effects that arise from the strongly unsteady,

transient behaviour of the finite sized mass flow. Time resolved velocity profiles were also

measured by Friedmann et al. with a similar technology as ours on a slightly different

experimental setup [18]. He also observed that the location of maximum shear in the

velocity profile moved away from the bottom, from the front to the body of his granular

avalanches.

5.3.2 Comparison with theories

Depth averaged avalanche models in practical use

In the currently used tools to model snow avalanches, a set of partial differential equations

similar to the one deduced in 5.2.3 is solved numerically, after closing it by assuming a

friction law on the running surface and constant profile factor α equal to one [11, 13, 65, 14].

Because in our experiments the profile factor is different from one and varying strongly,

a comparison with the predictions of these tools seems to be not adequate. Also the

assumption of a constant Coulomb friction parameter µ, which is made in the Savage-

Hutter model does not hold for our experiments (see measured friction coefficients below,

Figure 5.13). On the other hand, one should keep in mind that these theories are calibrated

by know events for practical use and do not necessarily need to model all complicated

processes that take place in finite sized granular mass flows correctly to make reliable

predictions. So, with a good calibration also simple friction laws (with few parameters)

can account for complicated processes such as the self overtaking, shearing motion of the

avalanches, entrainment and deposition of material and change of the boundary conditions

due to melting and freezing of snow on the running surface.
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Pouliquen’s empirical friction law

A rheological law derived from scaling properties of steady state flows on a rough incline

is due to Pouliquen. The empirical law provides an formula for the friction coefficient as a

function of the depth averaged downstream velocity and the flow height [54]:

µPouliquen = µ1 + (µ2 − µ1)exp

(

−βh

Ld

√
gh

ū

)

. (5.19)

Here µ1,µ2 and β/L are empirical parameters, which he determined by measuring the

stopping flow height as function of the inclination angle. He proposes values for these

parameters for different systems of glass beads of different sizes on rough running surfaces.

We can compare the proposed expression with the friction coefficient measured on our force

plate. The flow height and depth averaged velocity measurements are provided from the

high speed camera. In Figure 5.13 we compare the predictions of Pouliquen’s formula for

three small ballotini experiments on the wooden running surface (first series) at three differ-

ent inclination angles. For the experiment at 30 degree inclination, we chose the empirical

parameters in (5.19) in such a way, that the best agreement between the prediction of the

formula and the measurement is obtained. We can achieve a good agreement everywhere

except in the front of the avalanche, where the measured time series exhibits a pronounced

minimum. A reason for this minimum could be, that the flow is not settled completely and

the frictional processes at this position of the avalanche are different from the rest of the

flow. These kind of of processes can not be included in a model derived from steady state

flows. In the body of the avalanche we can see that the friction coefficient decreases with

increasing flow height, as predicted by Pouliquen’s formula. In the tail of the avalanche we

can not calculate the friction coefficient, since the velocity measurements of the high-speed

camera are only possible in the first 2.2 seconds of the flow (compare Figure 5.2). For the

experiment at 32 degree inclination, the decrease of the friction coefficient predicted by

Pouliquen’s formula was not measured. The prediction of Pouliquen’s formula are slightly

too low. At 34 degree inclination the measured friction coefficient develops an additional

minimum at the tail of the avalanche. Pouliquen’s does not predict this and provides a

friction coefficient clearly lower than the measured one. In summary, regarding also other

experiments, one can state that a reduction of the friction coefficient with increasing flow

height, as predicted by Pouliquen, is observed in many experiments. But also other effects

seem to influence the friction: Effects from the finite size of the mass flow are observed at

the front and the tail of the avalanches. Furthermore, an increase of the inclination angle

in many cases results in a higher coefficient of friction as if the system tried to balance the

higher down-slope friction with an increased friction.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of friction coefficients measured by the force plate and predicted

by Pouliquen’s formula for small ballotini avalanches at three different inclinations; pa-

rameters used in Pouliquen’s formula are µ1 = 0.50, µ2 = 0.61, β/L = 0.04, the friction

coefficients corresponding to steady state flows at the different inclinations are plotted as

well.
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Power-law fluid

In this section we want to compare our observations with the predictions of a constitutive

law, which provides a generalization of the Newtonian law:

τxy = k

(
∂u

∂y

)n

. (5.20)

For n = 1, the Newtonian case is recovered. The model comprises shear thinning fluids

n > 1 as well as shear thickening (dilatant) fluids n < 1. In a steady state situation,

the velocity profile can be calculated using conservation of momentum (5.3). Assuming a

constant density and zero stresses at the free surface we obtain:

u(y) = usurface − (usurface − uslip)(1− y/h)(1+n)/n, (5.21)

where the free surface velocity is usurface = uslip + h n
1+n

(
hρg sin θ

k

)1/n
and uslip denotes the

slip velocity on the ground. An interesting property of the velocity profile of the power-

law fluid is that, independent of n, the shear rate has always a maximum at the ground

and decreases to zero towards the free surface. So, velocity profiles which exhibit an

inflection point inside the avalanche, which have been measured with a rough boundary

condition, can not be predicted by this quite general constitutive law. Inflection points

in the velocity profile could be predicted by the theories of Savage [66] and Ancey [3],

assuming a varying volume fraction of the granular material (and therefore varying flow

density) inside the flow. This could be a hint that also in our experiments the density

may vary through the depth of the flow. Although in the images of the high-speed camera

the density of the dense part looked homogeneous and no mayor variations of the image

brightness through the flow depth could be observed, a variation of the density could

be present. The complicated reflective behavior of the transparent glass beads may not

be directly correlated to the volume fraction of the granular material. To improve the

observation of the density, coloured beads in front of a white side-wall or white beads on

a black background should be used in future experiments.

5.4 Conclusions

Two series of chute experiments have been conducted in which a finite mass of granular

material was released from rest. Although the chute dimensions were large in comparison

to particle sizes and a huge amount of particles was employed in the experiments (compare

Table 2.2), no equilibrium state in form of a stationary velocity profile could be observed.
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In all experiments, the depth averaged velocity decreased through the flow: the front of the

avalanche moved fastest and the granular avalanches elongated while flowing down-slope.

Behind the front, the slip velocities decreased rapidly. After this first strong decrease, slip

velocities remained mainly constant for the rest of the avalanche. The surface velocities

decreased slowly at the front but strongly towards the tail, when the depth of the flow

decreased.

The influence of the boundary condition at the running surface could be studied. On

smooth running surfaces the position of maximum shear was at the bottom while on rough

running surfaces it moved upwards. Whether the boundary condition is smooth or rough,

depended also on the particle sizes of the ballotini. The small ballotini (0.1mm bead size)

experienced even the surface of the drawing paper surface as slightly rough, while the

1.4mm ballotini slipped even on the smoother one of the two sand papers used as running

surface.

Avalanches with different bead sizes exhibited different flow behaviour. The evolution

of the velocity profiles in the dense part of the large ballotini avalanches collapses in a

single curve when scaling it with the depth averaged velocity and the flow height. For the

small ballotini the scaled velocity profiles did not collapse, but intersected all at one point.

This means that the height in the velocity profile where the downstream velocity equals the

depth averaged velocity remained constant. This is remarkable if one considers the strong

variations of the velocity profiles from head to tail in these avalanches. Due to this, is was

possible to find a time dependent scaling function which allowed to collapse the profiles

all in one single curve. The measured velocity profiles in the medium ballotini avalanches

collapsed better on the smooth running surface than on the rough running surface.

The large ballotini avalanches exhibited very dilute parts at the front and at the tail

of the avalanches. Here the ballotini only interacted through binary collisions and the

flow regime was clearly different from the dense part of these flows. In the medium bal-

lotini avalanches the dilute part at the front and the tail could also be observed, but less

pronounced as in the large ballotini avalanches.

The coefficient of friction was measured on a force plate mounted flush to the running

surface of the chute. At small inclination angles a value close to the tangent of the inclina-

tion angle was measured, as it would be expected in steady flows. At higher inclinations

the measured coefficient of friction was clearly below the tangent of the inclination angle.

When depth averaging the velocity measurements, the shear force could also be predicted

from conservation of momentum. Here, it was shown that terms that originate from the

transient behaviour of the flow cancel out at lower inclination angles, while at higher in-

clinations they do not anymore. In this way the velocity measurements were consistent
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with the measured forces. The quantitative agreement of the measurements was not al-

ways good, because side-wall effects were present in the velocity data. These effects were

more dominant for smaller ballotini sizes and smooth running surfaces, where the relative

contribution of the side-wall friction was higher. An important conclusion of the analysis

is: to perform rheological analysis of unsteady flows in an Eulerian measurement frame, it

is not sufficient to observe variations of flow properties in time. These variations include

variations due to gradients of flow properties inside the avalanche as well as variations due

to time-dependent processes. To be able to make rheological statements in unsteady flows,

the gradients of flow properties in downstream direction have to be measured as well.



CHAPTER 6

Résumé

An extensive experimental study of small-scale avalanches flowing down artificial chutes has

been performed. By filming the avalanches with a very fast digital high-speed camera, very

detailed velocity data from inside the avalanches could be obtained. A transient velocity

field with strong gradients in the downstream and the vertical direction was observed.

The strong gradients in the velocity field cause a circulating motion in the small-scale

avalanches: particles on the surface of the avalanche move faster and overtake particles

flowing next to the ground.

The high temporal resolution of the measured velocity field allows for a statistical

analysis of the velocity fluctuations. The probability distribution functions of the velocity

increments in the shear layer of the small-scale snow avalanches gave indications of an

intermittent flow behavior similar to the one seen in turbulent flows [19]. Analyzing power

spectra of the velocity time series appears to be a good tool for classifying flow regimes in

granular flows and snow avalanches.

It could be shown, how the evolution of the transient velocity field is connected to

the stresses measured on the running surface. At small inclination angles the measured

shear force in the ballotini avalanches agreed with the shear force expected for steady

flows. Here, the velocity profiles were not stationary but terms in the momentum balance

equation originating from the transient flow behavior canceled out. At higher inclination

angles these terms did not cancel out anymore and the measured coefficient of friction was

usually lower than in steady state flows.
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The friction coefficients used to model extreme avalanches events [31, 20, 64] are much

smaller than friction coefficients measured between snow-snow surfaces in the laboratory

[12] or the coefficient of friction measured in the starting phase of avalanches, when a snow

block slides on a snow surface [75]. Also in real-scale avalanches highly sheared velocity

profiles were measured [36, 38]. This shearing introduces a circulating motion of the snow

particles and velocity gradients in the downstream direction similar as in the ballotini

avalanches. Therefore, on steep slopes the circulating motion of particles should be able

to reduce the friction in large catastrophic mass movements as well.

6.1 Outlook

The rapidly evolving technology of high-speed video recording permits precise velocity field

measurements in granular and snow flows. With a slightly changed set-up the gradients of

the downstream velocity in downstream direction could be detected in one single camera

image. Hereby the accuracy of the determination of the terms in the depth averaged

equation of conservation of momentum (5.18) was improved considerably. This will allow

for a systematic study of the accuracy of the assumptions made to arrive at equation (5.18)

and the influence of the side-wall friction.

Not completely understood is the great variety of downstream velocity profiles measured

on different running surfaces and with different ballotini sizes. The velocity profiles that

were measured on rough running surfaces, which exhibited positive curvature (∂
2u

∂y2
≥ 0),

could not be modeled with the very general constitutive law of a power-law fluid. Also

the transition from the dense part of the flow to a more dilute part is not understood.

Density variations can not be easily detected by the high-speed camera. Newer cameras,

which can record at higher frame rates and with higher resolution, could allow for a precise

determination of ∂u
∂x

and ∂v
∂y
, and density variations could then be traced by using the

equation of continuity. Understanding density variations in granular flows seems to be

an issue of highest importance to be able to model granular flows adequately which show

similarities with flows of liquids and gases at the same time.

An optimization of the setup at the snow chute could improve the possibilities of com-

parison with the ballotini experiments. The bend in the chute should be removed, because

it influences the circulation motion of the snow particles. The shear and normal forces, as

well as the flow depth, should be measured in front of the camera window.

The spatial resolution of velocity profile measurements at the real-scale experimental

site in Vallée de la Sionne, Canton Wallis, Switzerland has been increased significantly in
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the last winters [38]. Unfortunately only very few events could be recorded with the new

set-up. Future measurements are expected to give more precise insights into the shearing

behavior and the particle circulation processes in large, catastrophic avalanches.

Two-dimensional discrete particle simulations of the ballotini experiments could be

performed. Different models for the particle interactions could be tested against the ex-

perimental data. Input parameters, such as particle size distributions or cohesive forces

between the particles, which are difficult to change in the experiments, could be varied

systematically in the computer simulations.

Another interesting question which came up during my PhD work is: is it possible to

model finite sized mass movements with constitutive laws derived from steady state ex-

periments? The empirical friction law of Pouliquen [54], derived from scaling properties

in steady granular flows, failed to predict the friction coefficients measured in our tran-

sient granular avalanches. Flow processes at the front and at the tail of finite sized mass

movements will be surely different from processes in continuous, steady flows of granular

material. In geophysical flows even the boundary conditions may change during the flow,

when a snow avalanche entrains parts of the loose snow cover at the front and slides on a

smooth, icy running surface at the tail.
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APPENDIX A

Pattern Matching Algorithm

The code of the pattern matching algorithm for matlab:

function [x,y,u,v,maxcorr]=downward(i,j,winy,winx,overlap,maxhell,plotv,plotc)
%% Calculate 2 D velocity field out of high speed images(bmp-images) for flows
%% from top to bottom!
%% Parameters
% i= image number
% j= number of images to average over
% winy, winx correlation window sizes in x and y (should be 2**d) for fft
% overlap = correlation window overlap
% plotv =1 --> plot velocity field in image
% plotc =1 --> plot correlation functions
%% displacements should be in the range of the correlation window sizes
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Input Parameters (if no plot-parameters are given set them to zero)
if nargin==6

plotv=0;
plotc=0;

elseif nargin==7
plotc=0;

end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% detect bmp-files in the current folder
files=dir(’*.bmp’);
% read reference image to determine the images’ dimensions
ref=imread(files(i).name,’bmp’);
[sy,sx]=size(ref);
% allocate memory for image series
a=zeros(sy,sx,j,’uint8’);
hilf=zeros(size(ref));
bg=zeros(size(ref));
% loop to read in the image series
for l=1:j

a(:,:,l)=(imread(files(i+l-1).name,’bmp’));
hilf=a(:,:,l);
if l==1

showimage=a(:,:,l);
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end
%find reflexions and replace them by mean value of image
reflexion=find(hilf>maxhell);
hilf(reflexion)=mean(hilf(:));
%improve the local contrast in the image
hilf=adapthisteq(hilf);

a(:,:,l)=hilf;
% remove difference in line brightness due to
% read-mechanisms of the high-speed camera
fh=fft2(double(a(:,:,l)));
fh(1,513)=0;
a(:,:,l)= real(ifft2(fh));
% calculate the sum of the images to
% subtract the static background
bg=bg+double(a(:,:,l));

end
% background
bg=bg/j;
% show the first image of the series
%(to plot the velocity field inside)
if plotv==1

figure
imshow(double(a(:,:,1))-bg,[ ])
hold on
drawnow

end
%define magnitude of correlation matrix
win1=ones(winy,winx);
win2=ones(2*winy,3*winx);
Rtest=xcorrf2(win2,win1);
sr=size(Rtest);
%counters for main loop!
ci1=1;
cj1=1;
% MAIN LOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOP
% loop in the vertical image dimension
for jj=1:(1-overlap)*winy:size(a,1)-2*winy+1

% loop in the horizontal image direction
for ii=winx+1:(1-overlap)*winx:size(a,2)-2*winx+1

% memory for correlation matrix
R=zeros(sr);
% loop over the images in the series
for k=1:j-1

%probe window
suba=double(a(jj:jj+winy-1,ii:ii+winx-1,k));

%search (area) window
subb=double(a(jj:jj+2*winy-1,ii-winx:ii+2*winx-1,k+1));

% Calculate the standard deviation of
% each of the subwindows

stad1=std(suba(:));
stad2=std(subb(:));
%if contrast is too low do not calculate correlations
if var(suba(:))<=10 | var(subb(:))<=10

else
% Subtract the mean of each window
suba=suba-mean(suba(:));
subb=subb-mean(subb(:));
% Calculate the correlation using the xcorrf2
% (found at the Mathworks web site).
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X=xcorrf2(subb,suba)/(winy*winx*stad1*stad2);
% sum up the correlation map of every time step
R=R+X;

end
end
% eventually plot the final correlation map
if plotc==1

figure
mesh(R)

end

if R~=0 % look if R is not zero
% find the maximum of R with subpixel accuracy
[peak,shift,it]= sincpeak(R);
x1=shift(1); %position in x
y1=shift(2); %position in y
if round(x1)==0 || round(y1)==0

% if the maximum is on the border
% -> makes no sense
% not a number as velocity values

x(cj1,ci1)=(winx/2)+ii-1;
y(cj1,ci1)=(winy)+jj-1;
u(cj1,ci1)=nan;

v(cj1,ci1)=nan;
maxcorr(cj1,ci1)=0;

else
%Define the positions of the velocity
%vectors and store them in x and y
x(cj1,ci1)=(winx/2)+ii-1;

y(cj1,ci1)=(winy)+jj-1;
% calculate the displacement from the
% maxima in R and store it in matrices
% u and v

u(cj1,ci1)=x1-2*winx;
v(cj1,ci1)=y1-winy;

% store the value of the correlation
% peak in the matrix maxcorr

maxcorr(cj1,ci1)=R(round(y1),round(x1));

end
else

% if R is the zero matrix assign not a number to the velocity
% matrices and zero to the correlation peak height
x(cj1,ci1)=(winx/2)+ii-1;
y(cj1,ci1)=(winy)+jj-1;
u(cj1,ci1)=nan;
v(cj1,ci1)=nan;
maxcorr(cj1,ci1)=0;

end
%Raise column counter
ci1=ci1+1;

end
% update line counter
ci1=1;
cj1=cj1+1;

end
%%%%%%%%%%%%% End Main Loop %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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